
 Eclipsed by Hiroshima Barton J. Bernstein

 and Nagasaki

 Early Thinking About Tactical

 Nuclear Weapons

 If [the atomic bomb

 were] dropped on enemy lines, the expected effect would be to wipe out his

 resistance over an area 2000 feet in diameter; to paralyze it over an area a

 mile in diameter; and to impede it seriously over an area five miles in

 diameter."

 -General Leslie Groves to General George C. Marshall, July 30, 1945

 Despite the importance of conceptions of tactical nuclear war since the

 early 1950s, surprisingly little concern has been devoted to the early origins

 of such thinking. The few analysts of this subject have begun their studies

 by focusing on post-World War II events, usually in the late 1940s or after,

 such as the 1948 Sandstone tests, recommendations by the Atomic Energy

 Commission's (AEC) General Advisory Committee chaired by J. Robert Op-

 penheimer, Oppenheimer's own 1951 public discussion of such weapons,

 and the 1951-52 Vista report.1 They often rely heavily upon the 1954 Oppen-
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 heimer loyalty-security hearings, in which the physicist-adviser was pilloried

 for his uneasiness about strategic nuclear weapons and his related efforts on

 behalf of tactical nuclear weapons.

 But the origins of tactical-nuclear thinking lie before the postwar period

 and not primarily with Oppenheimer. Indeed, as this article argues, studies

 should start before the Hiroshima bombing and should also pay particular

 attention to the crucial days between the bombing of Nagasaki and Japan's

 surrender. This article shows that General George C. Marshall, the army

 chief of staff, Admiral Richard Conolly, who was in the Pacific, and a few

 scientists at Los Alamos, as well as General Leslie Groves, commanding

 general of the Manhattan Project, were considering the employment of the

 A-bomb as a tactical weapon against Japan. Their ideas of using nuclear

 bombs tactically appear occasionally amid the general thinking, which had

 begun much earlier, of employing the bomb as a strategic weapon. These

 ideas thus must be understood by also examining that larger context of

 dominant strategic thinking.

 This article, based heavily upon archival sources, analyzes the largely

 unknown early history of tactical nuclear war thinking. In doing so, it ex-

 amines Oppenheimer's spring 1945 suggestions about tactical nuclear weap-

 ons, Marshall's brief opposition to the nuclear targeting of noncombatants,

 and his suggested alternative of targeting military installations instead, and

 the policy of Secretary of War Henry L. Stimson and President Harry S.

 Truman, despite some qualms, to drop the A-bomb on heavily populated

 Japanese cities. The article also considers the efforts by three Los Alamos

 scientists to achieve tactical use of the weapon, how Groves and his aide

 understood tactical use, and the expectations by Admiral Conolly for em-

 ploying the weapon in the November 1 invasion of Kyushu.

 This article argues that General Marshall was the dominant figure before

 the end of the war in thinking about tactical use. After Nagasaki, Marshall,

 who had been interested in tactical use before Hiroshima, seriously consid-

 ered trying to halt the atomic bombing of additional cities and withholding

 these weapons for the Kyushu invasion. For Marshall, tactical use had be-

 come a substitute, not a supplement, for strategic use. Had the war dragged

 on and even a third atomic bombing of a city not produced a speedy surren-

 der, perhaps Truman and Stimnson, themselves troubled by the mass killing

 of enemy noncombatants, might have been inclined to consider Marshall's

 idea for tactical use as an alternative.
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 In addition, General Marshall's summer 1945 thought about tactical use,

 when understood in the context of his expectations for fighting the Pacific

 war, raises serious doubts about the often accepted interpretation that Amer-

 ica dropped the A-bomb on Japan primarily to intimidate the Soviet Union.

 Because of Marshall's importance and general influence, his wartime interest

 in tactical use also raises questions about why it had no appreciable effect

 on postwar developments in nuclear thinking and weaponry. Those later

 developments, generally associated with Oppenheimer, seem to have

 emerged independently of Marshall's earlier thinking.

 Strategic Atomic Bombing of Japan's Cities

 From virtually the beginning of the Manhattan Project, the dominant as-

 sumption was that the United States would drop the A-bomb, if it could be

 developed, on the enemy. Because the weapon was expected to be excep-

 tionally powerful, at least equivalent to 500 and probably to thousands of

 tons of TNT, the assumption was that the bomb would be used on a sub-

 stantial target. In the early period, there was no detailed concern about how

 it would be used, only about when it would be available.

 The first recorded discussion, in May 1943, of possible A-bomb targets

 included General Groves and scientist-administrators Vannevar Bush and

 James Conant. They focused on an exclusively military target-"a Japanese

 fleet concentration in the Harbor of Truk." A suggestion to bomb Tokyo

 instead was vetoed because, if the weapon failed to go off on land, it might

 be salvaged, allowing the enemy to gain precious knowledge from it.2 That

 discussion, conducted only five months after the first chain reaction, did not

 dent the general prevailing assumption that the target would be Germany.

 But by late 1944, with Germany deemed likely to surrender soon, the target

 was clearly understood to be Japan in 1945.

 In the late winter months of 1944-45, around the time of the Yalta confer-

 ence, Marshall and some others may have considered using the A-bomb as

 a tactical weapon to assist the autumn 1945 invasion of Japan. "We had to

 visualize very heavy [American] casualties," Marshall later explained, "un-

 2. Brigadier General L.R. Groves, "Policy Meeting," May 5, 1943, Top Secret Documents of

 General Interest to Groves files (hereafter TS Docs) No. 23, Records of the Manhattan Engineer

 District (MED Records), Record Group (RG) 77, National Archives (NA), Washington, D.C.
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 less we had enough atomic bombs at the time to supplement the troop action,

 if the bomb proved satisfactory for that purpose."3 Such thinking had no

 immediate effect upon the systematic planning, beginning in the spring, for

 the actual use of the A-bomb on Japan.

 Not until April 1945 did military leaders and scientists, appointed by

 General Groves to join him on a special Target Committee, begin formally

 planning how and where on Japan to use the A-bomb, whose power was

 estimated at 5000-20,000 tons of TNT.4 On April 27, at the first meeting of

 this recently established committee, all of the members assumed that the

 target would be primarily urban and industrial. They discussed Hiroshima,

 Yawata, Yokohoma, and Tokyo. Tokyo was rejected because it was "practi-

 cally all bombed and burned out and . . . practically rubble with only the

 palace grounds left standing," and thus an attack on Tokyo could not dem-

 onstrate the bomb's power. They comfortably accepted the fact that General

 Curtis LeMay's B-29s were systematically bombing a number of cities with

 the purpose "of not leaving one stone lying on another."5

 They agreed that they should give consideration to large target areas for

 the A-bomb, at least three miles wide, in well-populated cities. The particular

 "aiming point should have a high strategic value." Accordingly, they decided

 that a number of cities including Hiroshima, Kokura, Nagasaki, and Kyoto

 warranted further study.6

 Two weeks later, on May 10 and 11, the Target Committee again met, this

 time in Los Alamos with laboratory director Oppenheimer. They focused on

 a few cities including Hiroshima, Kyoto, and Niigata, as well as on the large

 3. In May 1951, at the MacArthur hearings, Marshall loosely implied that this thinking about

 the bomb as a tactical weapon had occurred at about the time of Yalta. His testimony on the

 time of this thinking is not clear, and he may have been talking about considerations later in

 1945. No important analysis in the present essay rests on the matter of whether such thinking

 did occur around the time of Yalta. For the view that it did occur then, see Gar Alperovitz,

 Atomic Diplomacy: Hiroshima and Potsdam; The Use of the Atomic Bomb and the American Confrontation

 with Soviet Power (New York: Simon and Schuster, 1965), pp. 113-114; cf. Herbert Feis, The

 Atomic Bomb and the End of World War II (Princeton: Princeton University Press, 1966), pp. 10-

 11. For Marshall's May 1951 testimony, see Senate, Committee on Armed Services and Com-

 mittee on Foreign Relations, Military Situation in the Far East, 82nd Cong., 1st Sess., pt. I, p. 563.

 4. Groves to Secretary of War, "Atomic Fission Bombs," April 23, 1945, Harrison-Bundy (H-B)

 File No. 25, MED Records. For the assumption that the air force would be dropping the bomb

 on Japan in August, see Admiral E.J. King to Admiral C.W. Nimitz, January 27, 1945, H-B No.

 25, MED Records.

 5. "Notes on Initial Minutes of Target Committee," n.d. (probably April 27-28, 1945), TS Docs

 No. 5, MED Records.

 6. Ibid.
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 arsenal in Kokura. They were very concerned that the use of the bomb should

 produce "the greatest psychological effect" in Japan and that its use should

 be "sufficiently spectacular" for its importance to be recognized internation-

 ally. In defining its use against what they termed "military" objectives, they

 agreed that "any small and strictly military objective should be located in a

 much larger area subject to blast damage in order to avoid undue risks of

 the weapon being lost due to bad placing of the bomb."7

 In their third, and final, meeting, held on May 28, 1945, they especially

 discussed Hiroshima, Kyoto, and Niigata. Physicist Joyce Stearns summa-

 rized the conclusions of a subcommittee: that the particular aiming point

 could be determined later when weather conditions were known; that the

 larger committee should not recommend pinpoint targeting of particular

 industrial spots in these cities since such areas were small, on the fringe,

 and dispersed; and that the bomb should be dropped near the center of the

 city.8

 At none of these meetings did the possibility of tactical use receive any

 attention, presumably because all believed that the great destructive impact

 of the bomb would not be adequately displayed in tactical use and thus that

 the bomb would not have the desired impact of terrorizing the living into

 surrender.

 Oppenheimer's May 7 Report: Technical Possibilities and Tactical Weapons

 About the time of the Target Committee meeting at Los Alamos, Oppenhei-

 mer sent to General Groves a report, dated May 7, outlining the laboratory's

 efforts to prepare by mid-summer the first "Little Boy" (uranium-gun assem-

 bly) and the first "Fat Man" (plutonium-implosion) weapons, and sketching

 some possible technical improvements:

 It seems to us that our first obligation, as long as hostilities continue, and

 possibly for some little time beyond that, will be uninterrupted production

 of the gadget models so far developed. . . . Our plans for this are for the

 most part based on the assumption that the Trinity test and the first combat

 trial of the Fat Man will come reasonably close to expectation, both in date

 7. Major D.A. Derry and N.F. Ramsey to Groves, "Summary of Target Committee Meetings on

 10 and 11 May, 1945," TS Docs No. 5, MED Records.

 8. L.E. Seeman, "Minutes of Third Target Committee Meeting-Washington, 28 May, 1945,"

 TS Docs No. 5, MED Records.
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 and in performance, and that the overwhelming majority of the gadgets ...

 will be Fat Men.9

 Because the Little Boy was apparently expected to deliver less explosive

 power than its huskier sibling, Oppenheimer suggested that it might have

 special tactical uses, if so desired. He did not dwell on this theme but

 mentioned it in a single sentence noting the possibility of "using the Little

 Boy for certain specific missions . . . at present unknown to us."10

 In this report, Oppenheimer focused mostly on the Fat Man, which, he

 lamented, was still a rather crude device, although he emphasized that it

 could be used and would be produced. But he also hoped to rectify some of

 its defects, "subject always to the condition that this should not be allowed

 to interfere with the production of weapons so long as the war continues."

 With revisions in design, there could be "a reduction in the amount of

 material used in the gadget, providing tactical demands favored a less pow-

 erful unit" (emphasis added). He left unclear whether these modifications

 could be completed in 1945.11

 These themes of possible tactical use were tucked away, as minor matters,

 in a report that seemed to assume large-scale strategic use of the A-bomb.

 Oppenheimer, in this May 7 paper, did not recommend tactical use. 12 Rather,

 as a skillful scientist-administrator, eager to lay out the possibilities for official

 Washington, he was simply noting the options and awaiting orders. So far

 as the archival records indicate, no specific directives about tactical weapons

 were forthcoming that spring. The dominant conception remained strategic

 use against Japanese cities, which were already being incinerated and their

 noncombatants killed by the B-29 fire-bombings.

 Marshall's Dissent and The Consensus

 Alone among President Truman's top advisers, General Marshall objected,

 albeit briefly, to the planned use of nuclear weapons against cities. His

 9. J. Robert Oppenheimer to General L.R. Groves, May 7, 1945, Los Alamos Records, Los

 Alamos National Laboratory (LANL), Los Alamos, New Mexico.

 10. Ibid.

 11. Ibid.

 12. Ibid. This May 7 report does not seem to be in response to any suggestion about tactical

 weapons from Groves. See Oppenheimer in Atomic Energy Commission, In The Matter of J.

 Robert Oppenheimer (Washington, D.C.: U.S. Government Printing Office [U.S. GPO], 1954),

 p. 953.
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 opposition was apparently based on moral and political objections to the

 intended mass killing of noncombatants. There was a deep-rooted ethic, one

 often violated in World War II, against purposely targeting noncombatants.13

 This ethic, founded in Christian doctrine and in international law, presup-

 posed a fundamental moral distinction between soldiers and civilians. In

 contrast was the emerging pattern of conducting the war as virtually total

 war, in which all enemy people, whether or not in the military, were consid-

 ered legitimate bombing targets. In this new conception, war was not simply

 between competing military forces but between total peoples; production

 and morale were central to the war state, and thus there were no, or virtually

 no, noncombatants. In this emerging framework, men, women, and children

 could be threatened and killed to impel the nation's leaders, perhaps under

 pressure from plain citizens, to surrender.14 The policy, privately expressed

 in pungent terms by one military leader, was to "destroy the whole city"

 with bombs. The conventional obliteration bombing of Japan's cities by

 LeMay's B-29s, initiated in March 1945, dramatized both the official and

 popular acceptance of this conception of warfare in the United States.15

 13. John J. McCloy, "Memorandum of Conversation With General Marshall," May 29, 1945,

 S-1 Safe File, Records of the Secretary of War, RG 107, NA; cf. Robert Sherrod to David Hulburd,

 memo on "General Marshall's Conference Today," November 15, 1939, Hanson Baldwin Papers,

 Yale University, New Haven, Connecticut, on Marshall's willingnesss, or at least his threats, to

 bomb Japanese cities.

 14. The decisions and significance of moving toward mass bombing, which was usually indis-

 criminate, have been treated harshly by a number of critics. James J. Martin, Revisionist Viewpoints

 (Colorado Springs: Ralph Myles, 1971), pp. 71-124; and Robert C. Batchelder, The Irreversible

 Decision, 1939-1950 (Boston: Houghton Mifflin, 1962), both reaffirm the older ethic and offer

 some historical analysis of events. Michael Sherry, The Rise of American Air Power: The Creation

 of Armageddon (New Haven: Yale University Press, 1987), pp. 104-301; and Ronald Schaffer,

 Wings of Judgment: American Bombing in World War II (New York: Oxford University Press, 1985),

 pp. 20-176, historically analyze the American slide toward such mass bombing. G.E.M. An-

 scombe, Ethics, Religion and Politics (Oxford: Basil Blackwell, 1981), pp. 51-71, philosophically

 criticizes the violation of Christian (Catholic) values and extends her analysis to condemn the

 1945 use of atomic bombs. Michael Walzer, Just and Unjust Wars: A Moral Argument with Historical

 Illustrations (New York: Basic Books, 1977), comes to similar conclusions though presenting a

 sturdier version of the proponents' case for mass bombing.

 15. Handwritten note by General Henry A. Arnold, commanding general of the U.S. Army Air

 Forces (in this article referred to as the air force), on a memorandum from General Lauris

 Norstad to Arnold, November 29, 1944, Operations and Reports, Aviation files, Headquarters

 20th Air Force, Decimal File, 1944-45, in Records of Headquarters, Army Air Forces, RG 18,

 NA. For Arnold's later views, see his note scrawled on General Barney Giles memo to Arnold,

 March 7, 1945, box 223, Henry A. Arnold Papers, Library of Congress. For a disingenuous effort

 to conceal the shift to obliteration bombing of Japan, see transcript of press conference by

 General Lauris Norstad, March 23, 1945, 201 Norstad folder, Headquarters 20th Air Force,

 Decimal File, 1944-45, Records of Headquarters, Army Air Forces.
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 Adhering to the traditional view, on May 29 Marshall told Secretary of War

 Stimson that he hoped that the atomic weapon "might first be used against

 straight military objectives such as a large naval installation," and only later,

 if necessary, against "large manufacturing areas" after the residents were

 warned and had an opportunity to flee. Such a warning could "offset . . .

 the opprobrium which might follow." In offering this counsel, Marshall was

 neither opposing strategic use nor plumping for tactical use, though his

 analysis could easily lead to tactical employment of the A-bomb.16

 Marshall's moral and political concerns about killing noncombatants were

 similar to Stimson's own objections to the mass bombing of rank-and-file

 Japanese. Indeed, in mid-May, Stimson had informed Truman that he wanted

 to hold the air force to precision bombing in Japan to maintain America's

 reputation for "fair play and humanitarianism." Stimson told the president

 that "the same rule of sparing the civilian population should be applied as

 far as possible to the use of any new weapons"-which meant, of course,

 the atomic bomb.17

 Yet, on May 31, despite Stimson's earlier statements about the rules for

 new weapons, he reversed himself and stipulated that noncombatants would

 be acceptable targets for the A-bomb. At the meeting that day of the recently

 created Interim Committee, the secretary of war concluded, with the agree-

 ment of all others including Bush and Conant, that America should not

 "concentrate on a civilian area," but "the most desirable target would be a

 vital war plant employing a large number of workers and closely surrounded

 by workers' houses."'18

 During lunch, one or possibly two of the scientist-advisers brought up the

 possibility of a noncombat demonstration of the bomb on Japan. The pro-

 posal, dealt with for only a few minutes, was easily dismissed on the grounds

 that such a test would be unduly risky and not compelling. None of the four

 physicists composing the Scientific Advisory Panel-Oppenheimer, Arthur

 H. Compton, Enrico Fermi, or Ernest 0. Lawrence-suggested tactical use

 of the weapon.19

 16. Paraphrased by McCloy, "Memorandum of Conversation with General Marshall," May 29,

 1945; and Stimson Diary, May 29, 1945, Stimson papers, Yale University. McCloy's memo bears

 the notation by General John Hull that Marshall has "noted and has no further suggestions."

 17. Stimson Diary, May 16, 1945. Also see Stimson Diary, March 5, June 1, and June 6, 1945.

 18. Interim Committee Minutes, May 31, 1945, H-B file No. 100, MED Records. Also see ibid.,

 June 1, 1945; and cf. Gordon Arneson to George Harrison, June 6 and June 25, 1945, H-B file

 No. 100.

 19. Barton J. Bernstein, "Four Physicists and the Bomb: The Early Years, 1945-1950," Historical

 Studies in the Physical and Biological Sciences, Vol. 18, Part 2 (1988), pp. 234-236.
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 Two weeks later, however, when asked to consider the Franck report-a

 proposal by dissenting scientists for a noncombat demonstration-the four-

 man Scientific Advisory Panel, headed by Oppenheimer, may have also

 discussed the tactical use of the bomb. In their formal statement to Washing-

 ton, they simply reported, "we can propose no technical demonstration likely

 to bring an end to the war; we can see no acceptable alternative to military

 use."20 They did not specify the target for military use, but they knew that

 Stimson had decreed and the Interim Committee had endorsed a military

 target in a densely settled area. Behind the panel's formal statement to

 Washington lurked some disagreement, as Arthur Compton soon reported

 to Groves's office: "There was not sufficient agreement among the members

 of the panel to unite upon a statement as to how or under what circumstances

 such use was to be made" (emphasis added). It seems reasonable to infer

 from this single tantalizing statement, in the context of mid-1945, that there

 may have been a brief dispute within the panel over whether to recommend

 targeting troops and related military installations, rather than cities with their

 noncombatants. Such a dispute would make good sense out of Compton's

 puzzling statement. The nature of the dispute was not explained to Wash-

 ington.21 The virtual consensus in official Washington on targeting cities

 including noncombatants went unchallenged.

 A Proposal for Tactical Use

 At Alamogordo, New Mexico, on July 16, the A-bomb was set off on a 100-

 foot tower. This "Trinity" test was a stunning success. Oppenheimer, Groves,

 20. Oppenheimer (for the Panel), "Recommendations on the Immediate Use of Nuclear Weap-

 ons," June 16, 1945, H-B file No. 76.

 21. Arthur H. Compton to Colonel K.D. Nichols, "Transmittal of Petitions Addressed to the

 President," July 24, 1945, copies in the Leo Szilard Papers, University of California, San Diego

 (La Jolla) and in the Arthur Compton Papers, Washington University (St. Louis). No other

 document or recollection clarifies the puzzling statement. There are two other possible inter-

 pretations of Compton's memo: that the four scientists in mid-June had differed on (1) whether

 the urban target should be selected so as to avoid noncombatants, or (2) whether there should

 be a substantial pause, with a wait for Japanese surrender, before using many A-bombs after

 the first atomic bomb. In view of Compton's concerns about killing noncombatants, the inter-

 pretation presented in the text seems the most reasonable, since the use of the A-bomb in a city

 was likely to kill some (perhaps many) noncombatants. The "pause" interpretation seems the

 least likely, since there is no record of laments by any one of the four scientists about the

 Nagasaki bombing or any advice that they gave in August about waiting after use of the A-

 bomb. No important part of the analysis in this essay rests upon the interpretation of Compton's

 report to Nichols.
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 and others were both relieved and excited. Fermi quickly estimated its blast

 power as equivalent to about 10,000 tons of TNT.22

 The day after the test, physicist Norris Bradbury and chemists Max F. Roy

 and George Kistiakowsky sent a special memorandum to Navy Captain

 William "Deak" Parsons, the A-bomb's chief weaponeer. They outlined a

 tactic for temporarily, or perhaps permanently, blinding enemy troops with

 the bomb. The scientists assumed that the intended targets should be troops

 or a military installation with soldiers, not a city.23

 The bomb's light was so powerful, they emphasized, that one man ten

 miles from the Trinity test, awakening after the first brilliant flash, looked at

 the less intense light, and "was blind several hours after the explosion."

 [The test] revealed that the fraction of energy which is converted into radiant

 energy of various wavelengths is very much greater than originally estimated.

 This suggests that one can increase enormously the radius of effective action

 of the gadget on enemy troops in prepared positions, or in transit, to devise

 means such that they will be looking in the general direction of the gadget

 during the instant of detonation. It is our feeling that nobody within a radius

 of five miles could look directly at the gadget and retain his eyesight.

 They proposed that the plane carrying the A-bomb be accompanied by an-

 other aircraft, which would release a parachute-equipped dummy bomb with

 a loud siren or unusual lights to make the troops turn their heads to stare at

 the sky, where the "gadget" would soon explode with blinding light.24

 Whether or not Bradbury, Roy, and Kistiakowsky thought they were trying

 to shift the bomb's targets from strategic to tactical use, or whether they

 assumed that the weapon was to be used tactically and they hoped simply

 to modify the arrangements, remains unclear. Looking back years later, both

 Bradbury and Roy believe that they knew nothing about the targeting plans

 and could not say what they assumed in mid-July 1945 about such plans.25

 In July, they sent a copy of their proposal to Oppenheimer, but there is

 no evidence that this counsel reached Groves. Had it, the plans endorsed by

 Stimson and the Interim Committee would not have been changed. Cities

 22. Fermi, "My Observations During the Explosion At Trinity on July 16, 1945," Los Alamos

 Records, LANL.

 23. Commander Bradbury, G.B. Kistiakowsky, and M.F. Roy to Captain W.S. Parsons, "Proposal

 for a Modified Tactical Use of the Gadget," July 17, 1945, Los Alamos Records, LANL.

 24. Ibid.

 25. Bradbury to author, October 27, 1988; author to Bradbury, September 21, 1988; and author's

 telephone interview with Roy, June 22, 1990.
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 would be the first target. There was no powerful incentive to change that

 decision in favor of a gamble, in order to save enemy lives.

 Confirming the Targeting of Cities and Noncombatants

 On July 16, 1945, a terse message of the Trinity test's success ("results ...

 already exceed expectations") was cabled to Potsdam for Secretary Stimson,

 who was anxiously awaiting the news and the opportunity to share it with

 Truman.26 Two days later, an elated General Groves dispatched a lengthy

 report to Potsdam for Stimson and Marshall. The bomb, with released energy

 equivalent to over 15,000-20,000 tons of TNT, produced a quarter-mile crater.

 The steel tower that had held the bomb evaporated in the explosion. A half

 mile away, another steel tower, comparable in height to a 15-20 story build-

 ing, was torn from its moorings, twisted apart, and left virtually flat on the

 ground. So powerful was this new weapon, Groves stated, that not even a

 building like the Pentagon would be safe from it. Concluding his ecstatic

 messsage, Groves said, "We are fully conscious that our real goal is still

 before us . . . Japan."27

 Stimson immediately took this report to Truman, who seemed delighted.

 Soon after, the president recorded in his diary the breathtaking details of the

 test. It is "the most horrible bomb in the history of the world," Truman

 wrote. "It may be the fire destruction prophesied in the Euphrates Valley

 Era, after Noah and his fabulous Ark." Truman went on to mention his

 recent conversation with Stimson, claiming that they had agreed that the

 bomb would be used on "military objectives and soldiers and sailors . . . not

 women and children." The target, Truman wrote approvingly, "will be a

 purely military one."28

 But that was not so. Stimson had decided in May, at the Interim Committee

 meeting, that the bomb would be targeted so as to kill many workers and

 other noncombatants. It is highly likely that Truman had been so informed

 in May or June, and it is also highly unlikely that the Secretary of War had

 misled the president about the targets in their July discussion. Probably

 Truman preferred to believe what was morally comfortable-that the targets

 26. George Harrison to Stimson, July 16, 1945, TS Docs No. 5, MED Records.

 27. Groves to Stimson, July 18, 1945, TS Docs No. 4, MED Records; and Stimson Diary, July

 21, 1945.

 28. Truman Diary, July 25, 1945, "Potsdam Diary," Harry S. Truman Library, Independence,

 Missouri; cf. Stimson Diary, July 18-25, 1945.
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 were essentially military. Perhaps he was engaging in self-deception in order

 to block out troubling facts.29

 He undoubtedly knew that he was approving the strategic use of this

 powerful weapon on cities and their residents-Hiroshima, Kokura, Niigata,

 and Nagasaki.30 "The Japs," he wrote in his diary, "are savages, ruthless,

 merciless and fanatic."'31

 Reports on Using the Bomb as a Tactical Weapon

 On July 30, two weeks after the Trinity test and five days after Truman's

 meeting with Stimson, General Groves provided Marshall with considerable

 information about the recent test and the possibilities for employing the

 bomb as a tactical weapon on Japan.32 Groves's report was undoubtedly

 inspired by Marshall's earlier interest in tactical use, and possibly elicited by

 his direct order.33

 The bomb's total energy, if perfectly efficient, was equivalent to 100,000

 tons of TNT, Groves reported, but only 21,000-24,000 tons had been con-

 verted into energy: blast, 14,000-17,000 tons; light, 2500 tons; and waste

 heat, about 4000 tons. If the bomb were exploded at an altitude of about 1800

 29. After the war, in friendly correspondence with Stimson, Truman insisted that the two

 atomic-bombed cities had been "entirely devoted to war work" or "almost exclusively" so. The

 president never charged Stimson with having misled him about the "military" nature of the

 targets. See Truman to Stimson, November 13 and December 31, 1946, Stimson Papers. Also

 see Barton J. Bernstein, "An Analysis of 'Two Cultures': Writing About the Making and the

 Using of the Atomic Bombs," Public Historian, Vol. 12, No. 2 (Spring 1990), pp. 97-99. Truman's

 private 1946 letters to Stimson did retreat-without acknowledging-from the president's July

 25, 1945, definition of these targets. In a presidential press release prepared by subordinates

 and checked by Stimson before the Hiroshima bombing, the city was described simply and thus

 inadequately as "an important Japanese Army base." Truman's announcement, August 6, 1945,

 in Public Papers of the Presidents: Harry S. Truman, 1945 (Washington, D.C.: U.S. GPO, 1961), p.

 197. Also see Stimson Diary, July 30, 1945.

 30. For the formal order, see General Thomas Handy to General Carl Spaatz, July 24, 1945,

 reprinted in Harry S. Truman, Memoirs, Vol. I: Year of Decisions (Garden City, N.Y.: Doubleday,

 1955), pp. 420-421.

 31. Truman Diary, July 25, 1945.

 32. Groves to Chief of Staff, July 30, 1945, TS Docs No. 5, MED Records.

 33. In 1954, Oppenheimer recalled that the army, through Groves, had asked "whether we

 could develop something that would be useful in the event of an invasion of Japan to help the

 troops that would be faced with an entrenched and determined enemy." AEC, In The Matter Of

 J. Robert Oppenheimer, p. 953. If Oppenheimer's recollection was correct, that request undoubt-

 edly occurred after his May 7 report to Groves, possibly around the time of the Scientific

 Advisory Panel's mid-June report, but most likely around the time of the Alamogordo test and

 the assessment of it. No copy of a written request from Groves is in the relevant open files,

 though the Los Alamos records are still partly closed.
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 feet (as planned), blast would be lethal to at least 1000 feet, heat and flame

 to about 1500-2000 feet, and gamma rays for an unshielded human up to

 possibly 3500 feet. No damaging effects from radioactive materials on the

 ground were anticipated, Groves stated, since these problems in the New

 Mexico test resulted from the low altitude of the detonation.34

 Groves outlined the bomb's impact if dropped on enemy troops: it could

 "wipe out . . . resistance over an area 2000 feet in diameter; . . . paralyze it

 seriously over an area a mile in diameter; and . . . impede it seriously over

 an area five miles in diameter. Troops which were in deep cave shelters at

 distances over a mile should not be seriously affected. Men in slit trenches

 within 800 feet should be killed by the blast."35

 The area would be safe for moving in American troops immediately after

 the bomb went off, Groves assured Marshall. Even in the New Mexico test,

 conducted near the ground, Groves explained, tanks could have gone safely

 through a half hour later. With the intended detonation planned for 1800

 feet, "we think we could move troops through the area immediately, prefer-

 ably by motor but on foot if desired."36

 The great concern would be to keep them safely distant-at least six miles

 away-at the time of detonation. Even at that distance, he warned, "for a

 few thousandths of a second the light will be as bright as a thousand suns,"

 requiring special precautions, including glasses.37

 Groves outlined the likely availability of A-bombs: three in August, three

 or four in September, four or five in October, at least five in November,

 seven in December, and a higher monthly rate in 1946. Most of these weapons

 would be improved, he predicted, and have the same power by November

 as the Trinity bomb.38

 Groves's assistant, Colonel L.E. Seeman, worked out some of the details

 for tactical use of these weapons. On August 4, the day before Hiroshima,

 Seeman provided a report emphasizing that radiological effects would be

 lethal at 3500 feet but that the area would be safe within an hour. He outlined

 arrangements for coordination between the air force group and ground forces

 headquarters in dropping the A-bomb, and the need for creating "monitoring

 34. Groves to Chief of Staff, July 30, 1945.

 35. Ibid.

 36. Ibid.

 37. Ibid.

 38. Ibid. This prediction was based partly on Oppenheimer to Groves, July 19, 1945, Los Alamos

 Records, LANL.
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 teams" to enter the bombed area first to determine safety. Seeman recom-

 mended that the monitoring company should be trained partly at the Trinity

 site; the company should possess the necessary instruments (presumably

 Geiger counters) and receive as much as eight weeks of training.39 His sug-

 gested schedule would allow tactical use of the weapon in assisting the

 scheduled November 1 invasion of Kyushu.

 Thinking in the Pacific: Admiral Conolly's Hopes

 For American leaders and servicemen in the Pacific, as well as for Americans

 at home and elsewhere, the news of Hiroshima was doubly welcome. The

 Japanese were being bombed, punished, and killed; the war's end would

 undoubtedly be speeded. Expressing the enthusiasm of many American

 troops, GI Giovanni Lomanitz, a former graduate student of Oppenheimer's,

 wrote from the Pacific to his mentor on August 7: "You may not know it but

 today you're about the best loved man in these parts [for producing the A-

 bomb]. The guys ... are overjoyed." Lomanitz himself seemed troubled by

 the mass killing of noncombatants, but nothing in his hastily scribbled note

 suggested other kinds of targets.40 Neither did the Manhattan Project phys-

 icists stationed on Tinian who had the special responsibility of preparing the

 weapons for use. They wanted to end the war speedily to save American

 lives. That seemed to mean bombing Japan's cities.41

 During the late spring and early summer, high-ranking military committees

 in Washington had loosely estimated the cost of the forthcoming invasions

 of Japan at somewhere between 25,000 and 46,000 American lives, with over

 100,000 additional wounded.42 After Iwo Jima and Okinawa, most American

 leaders were even more eager, if possible, to avoid an invasion of Japan; at

 a minimum, they hoped to save American lives if the invasion proved nec-

 39. L.E. Seeman to Groves, "Composition of Monitoring Company," August 4, 1945, Stafford

 Warren Papers, UCLA Library, Los Angeles, California.

 40. Lomanitz to Oppenheimer, August 7, 1945, box 47, J. Robert Oppenheimer Papers, Library

 of Congress.

 41. Norman Ramsey to Oppenheimer, n.d. (about August 18-25, 1945), Oppenheimer Papers;

 and Luis Alvarez to Walter Alvarez, August 6, 1945, courtesy of Luis Alvarez and also in

 Oppenheimer Papers.

 42. Joint War Plans Committee, 369/1, June 15, 1945, file 384 Japan (5-3-44), Records of the Army

 Staff, RG 319, NA; Joint Staff Planners, 697/2, July 9, 1945, file 384 Japan (5-3-44), Records of

 War Department General Staff, RG 165, NA; and Barton J. Bernstein, "A Postwar Myth: 500,000

 U.S. Lives Saved," Bulletin of the Atomic Scientists, Vol. 42, No. 6 (June/July 1986), pp. 38-40.
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 essary. But partly because of secrecy, the A-bomb was not, prior to August

 5, integrated into the formal plans for the November 1 landing at Kyushu.

 Admiral Richard Conolly, in the Philippines, had been planning naval

 support for the Kyushu invasion. Before Hiroshima, he had known of the

 bomb, but he had not considered it in preparing for Kyushu. But right after

 the first atomic bombing, "I prepared a dispatch," he recalled, "to send back

 to Washington, asking for six of these things. We were going to make three

 landings, and I wanted to put one on either side of each landing, before the

 troops landed."43

 But at the time Conolly did not know how many bombs had been built,

 nor whether the production schedule could deliver enough before the No-

 vember 1 invasion. He seemed to assume that there would be plenty-

 enough for both the continued bombing of cities and employment in the

 invasion. Thus, in his conception, there was no need to choose between

 strategic and tactical use; both modes of warfare would be possible and

 desirable.4

 Whether or not Conolly's superior endorsed and actually forwarded the

 request is unclear. It cannot be located among the welter of Navy cables from

 the Pacific in the rushed days after Hiroshima.45 Nor is there evidence else-

 where in relevant files that this request percolated up to Admiral Ernest

 King, chief of naval operations, to Admiral William Leahy, chairman of the

 Joint Chiefs of Staff, to Marshall, or to Groves. Apparently Conolly's hopes

 for tactical use of nuclear weapons had no effect in official Washington,

 although probably Leahy, who deplored the killing of noncombatants with

 the A-bomb, and undoubtedly Marshall would have been pleased by the

 request, since tactical use would have minimized injuries to noncombatants.

 43. Admiral Richard L. Conolly oral history, pp. 269-270, Oral History Office, Columbia Uni-

 versity. There is no evidence in his oral history that Conolly was concerned about minimizing

 injuries to Japanese noncombatants, although the use of the A-bombs tactically would have had

 that effect. Short of working through the actual plans for Operation Olympic (the November

 Kyushu invasion), analysts will find a useful and often detailed summary, based upon many of

 the archival records, in Dean M. Vander Linde, "'Downfall': The American Plans For The

 Invasion of Japan in World War II" (Michigan State University Master's Thesis, 1987, issued by

 University Microfilms, Ann Arbor), pp. 64-111.

 44. Admiral Richard L. Conolly oral history, p. 270.

 45. Author's telephone conversation with a member of the Naval Archives staff, 1989. Without

 the actual cable, or evidence that it was drafted and not sent, the possibility remains that Conolly

 misremembered when looking back over a decade later. But this does not seem likely. My

 general analysis about tactical nuclear thinking does not rest, in this article, upon Conolly's

 recollection.
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 The War's Last Days: How and Whether To Use The Bomb Again?

 On August 8, adhering to Washington's original order to use the A-bombs

 "as made ready,"46 the air force dropped the second weapon, this time on

 Nagasaki, thus killing over 35,000 people, and perhaps twice that number.47

 Ironically, the second bomb was undoubtedly unnecessary in producing

 Japan's surrender.48

 After the Hiroshima and Nagasaki bombings (between which the Soviets

 entered the Pacific war), the Japanese government on August 10 offered to

 surrender if the United States would continue the imperial system. The

 Truman administration, unwilling to retreat so substantially from the publi-

 cized "unconditional surrender" formula inherited from Roosevelt, re-

 sponded to Japan with an intentionally ambiguous message implying but

 not guaranteeing retention of the emperor. In Washington, most presidential

 advisers seemed to think that this response would not greatly delay ending

 the war.49

 Truman himself, appalled by the mass carnage at Hiroshima and Nagasaki,

 secretly specified on August 10 that additional atomic bombs could be used

 only upon his explicit order.50 No longer would the air force, as he had

 empowered it in late July, be allowed to use bombs "as made ready." A

 nuclear attack on the remaining targets of Kokura and Niigata, as well as on

 the proposal to add Tokyo to the list, would depend upon his explicit deci-

 sion.51

 Addressing his cabinet on August 10, Truman explained that he had given

 orders to stop atomic bombing. In the words of an associate, the president

 46. Handy to Spaatz, July 24, 1945.

 47. On estimates of the dead, see Batchelder, Irreversible Decision, p. 41; and Committee for the

 Compilation of Materials on Damage Caused by the Atomic Bombs in Hiroshima and Nagasaki,

 trans. Eisei Ishikawa and David L. Swain, Hiroshima and Nagasaki: The Physical, Medical, and Social

 Effects of the Atomic Bombings (New York: Basic Books, 1981), pp. 366-369.

 48. Barton J. Bernstein, "Doomsday II: After Hiroshima Was Nagasaki Necessary?" New York

 Times Magazine, July 27, 1975, pp. 7, 21-22, 24-25, 28-29; and Martin J. Sherwin, A World

 Destroyed: The Atomic Bomb and the Grand Alliance (New York: Vintage, 1987), pp. 234-237.

 49. Barton J. Bernstein, "The Perils and Politics of Surrender: Ending the War with Japan and

 Avoiding the Third Atomic Bomb," Pacific Historical Review, Vol. 46, No. 1 (February 1977), pp.

 2-7.

 50. Marshall's note is written on Groves to Marshall, August 10, 1945, TS Docs No. 5, MED

 Records.

 51. On adding Tokyo, Spaatz to General Lauris Norstad, August 10, 1945, box 21, Spaatz Papers,

 Library of Congress; and Groves to General Arnold, August 10, 1945, TS Docs No. 5, MED

 Records.
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 said that, "the thought of wiping out another 100,000 people was too horrible.

 He didn't like the idea of killing, as he said, 'all those kids."' He certainly

 preferred, if possible, not to drop another atomic bomb on a Japanese city.

 But he did want a speedy Japanese surrender.52

 Three days after Truman's decisions, the desired surrender still had not

 occurred. Impatience and anxiety were growing. At Los Alamos, scientists

 were still working feverishly to produce more A-bombs. In Washington, some

 officials were thinking about whether more atomic bombs, as they were

 produced, should be shipped to the Pacific and how they should be employed

 against Japan.53

 On August 13, Lieutenant General John Hull, head of the army's opera-

 tions division, acting at Marshall's order, discussed these issues with Colonel

 Seeman, Groves's aide. Hull explained that Marshall was thinking about

 trying to revise the original arrangements for using bombs on cities and

 instead to hold them back "for use in direct support of major operations,"

 that is, for tactical use.54

 In Marshall's analysis, it was the powerful psychological impact of the two

 bombs that had produced the offer of conditional surrender. The next bomb,

 he thought, would not have a similar effect. If Japan did not now accept the

 American response,55 the scheduled November 1 invasion might still be

 necessary. Marshall may have been subtly pushed to these conclusions by

 his moral revulsion, briefly expressed to Stimson in May, about the atomic

 bombing of noncombatants. Yet, as the military leader who had pushed most

 ardently for the invasion in November, he was also not prepared to counsel

 a greater delay and wait for the joint impact of the naval blockade and

 LeMay's pummeling of Japanese cities with conventional bombs. Postpone-

 ment of the invasion was unacceptable.

 Seeman assured Hull that there would be at least seven A-bombs by the

 end of October, in time for the November 1 Kyushu landings. The two men

 spoke briefly about how these weapons might be employed. If Japan did not

 speedily surrender, Hull asked, shouldn't the bombs be used "on targets

 52. Henry A. Wallace Diary, August 10, 1945, Wallace Papers, University of Iowa, Iowa City,

 Iowa.

 53. Leslie Groves Diary, August 11, 1945, Groves Papers, RG 200, Modern Military Records

 Branch, NA.

 54. Transcript, "General Hull and Colonel Seaman-1325-13 Aug 45," George C. Marshall

 Papers, Marshall Library, Lexington, Virginia. Seeman's name is misspelled in this document's

 title.

 55. Ibid.
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 that will be of the greatest assistance to an invasion rather than [on] industry"

 or morale?56

 Seeman said he had studied the problem, but he did not directly address

 the question. Rather, he summarized some of his conclusions-that American

 troops would have to be at least six miles away, and that the air force might

 miss its target by over 500 feet.57

 Hull outlined what he had in mind: dropping A-bombs two or three days

 before the scheduled landing, targeting roads and maybe also divisions of

 Japanese troops. "I don't anticipate that you would be dropping it as we do

 other type bombs that are in support of the infantry. I am thinking about

 neutralizing a division or a communication center or something so that it

 would facilitate the movement ashore of troops."58

 Hull wanted Groves's opinion on all this,59 but there is no record of

 Groves's response. That day, he was trying to decide whether to send to

 Tinian the third atomic bomb, which had become available. On August 11,

 Marshall had agreed that it should not be sent.60 Now, two days later, with

 the surrender still uncertain, Groves wanted Marshall's advice. Unable to

 reach him that day, Groves, optimistically believing Japan would soon sur-

 render, decided on his own initiative not to ship this valuable weapon. Had

 it been sent then, it could have been available as early as August 19 for use

 against Japan.61

 Such deliberations among military men were probably unknown to Tru-

 man, who was anxiously awaiting Japan's surrender. By Tuesday, August

 14, still there was no answer. Early that morning, the president had been

 56. Ibid.

 57. Ibid.

 58. Ibid.

 59. Ibid.

 60. Groves to General Thomas Farrell, August 11, 1945, TS Docs No. 5, MED Records.

 61. Groves Diary, August 13-14, 1945; transcript, "General Hull and Colonel Seaman [See-

 man]-1325-13 Aug 45"; cf. Groves, Now It Can Be Told (New York: Harper, 1962), pp. 352-

 353; and K.D. Nichols, The Road to Trinity (New York: William Morrow, 1987), pp. 215-216.

 Nichols's discussion of the third A-bomb at Los Alamos relies primarily upon a 1982 interview

 (by Lawrence Suid) with physicist Robert Bacher. But Bacher, who had recently examined the

 still-unapproved transcript of the 1982 interview, reported to me in January 1990 that Nichols's

 statement about the third bomb at Los Alamos was substantially wrong and that the cited 1982

 interview transcript did not support Nichols. Historians should generally be wary of relying

 upon Nichols's book for details, especially since (as with many memoirs) Nichols is the actual

 author of probably only small parts of the book, at most. Undoubtedly, Nichols markedly

 understates the role of Suid in putting together this "memoir" (ibid., p. 14). Author's telephone

 interview with Bacher, January 1990, about the contents of the draft of his interview. My

 judgment of effective authorship of Nichols's memoir is based substantially but not entirely on

 various conversations with Suid.
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 informed that a coded message from Japan had reached Berne, Switzerland.

 He impatiently awaited the news, but near noon, he learned to his dismay

 that it was not the surrender.62

 At noon, Truman met with the Duke of Windsor, who was returning to

 Britain, and with British Minister John Balfour. The president lamented to

 them that the Japanese telegram "did not contain the message awaited by

 the whole world."63 "The President remarked sadly," according to Balfour,

 "that he now had no alternative but to order an atomic bomb dropped on

 Tokyo."T4 Probably Truman did not know that the weapon, which required

 about six days for shipping and arming, was still in the United States and

 thus could not be dropped before August 20 at the earliest.

 Truman's intentions were not tested. At 4:05 p.m. that Tuesday, the White

 House was notified that Japan had surrendered.65 The war was effectively

 over. There would be no more atomic "rain of ruin," as the president had

 recently threatened.66

 Had the surrender not arrived on the 14th and if the war had dragged on

 into the next week, Truman would undoubtedly have used at least one more

 A-bomb on a city and probably even more on cities or other targets. If such

 nuclear pummeling did not soon produce the desired surrender, and if

 Truman did not retreat to offer softer surrender terms, Marshall's loose plan

 for tactical nuclear usage with the Kyushu invasion might have looked at-

 tractive to the White House. Obviously such speculations-"iffy" matters,

 as Roosevelt would say-cannot be proved. And no larger argument in this

 essay rests upon such speculation whether Japan's surrender in mid-August

 spared more Japanese cities and Kyushu, as well, from nuclear weapons.

 Marshall's Thinking and Hopes: Implications for Understanding the Hiroshima

 Bombing

 Looking back on this period, General Marshall recalled his plans for the

 tactical use of the A-bomb in autumn 1945. The invasion plan, he stated,

 62. Truman, Memoirs: Year of Decisions, p. 435. For a similar disappointment the day before, see

 Truman, memorandum, August 13, 1945, President's Secretary's Files (PSF), Truman Library.

 Notes on the messages of August 14 are in the same file.

 63. Balfour to Foreign Office, August 14, 1945, F.O. 800/461, Public Record Office, Kew (Lon-

 don); and "The President's Appointments, Tuesday, August 14, 1945," PSF, Truman Library.

 64. Balfour to Foreign Office, August 14, 1945.

 65. Truman, Memoirs: Year of Decisions, p. 435.

 66. "Rain of ruin" warning appeared in Truman's August 6, 1945, statement; see Public Papers

 of the Presidents: Harry S. Truman, 1945, p. 149.
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 had involved nine A-bombs, three for each of the three army corps scheduled

 to land at Kyushu. The "rough idea," he said, was to drop one bomb in the

 landing area shortly before the invasion, and, after the landing, another one

 inland against Japanese supporting troops, and a third one "against any

 troops that might try to come through the mountains from up on the inland

 sea. "67

 In July and early August, both before and after Hiroshima and Nagaski,

 Marshall clearly did not conceive of the use of the atomic bomb on Japan,

 an American invasion of Kyushu, and Soviet entry into the war as mutually

 exclusive ways of ending the conflict. Before Hiroshima and Nagasaki, he

 may have hoped that strategic A-bombing in early August would make the

 November invasion unnecessary, but even after the bomb's use on two cities

 he had no conviction that such hopes would be fulfilled. And even before

 actual Soviet entry-which occurred on August 8 but had been promised for

 August 1568-Marshall was thinking about using atomic weapons to accom-

 pany the autumn invasion of Kyushu. Thus, he was not seeking to drop the

 A-bomb in August to avoid Soviet entry into the war; nor did he have

 confidence before or even shortly after the bombings of Hiroshima and

 Nagasaki that the invasion would be rendered unnecessary. Neither did the

 fact of Soviet entry change his thinking about the possible use of A-bombs

 to assist the American invasion.

 Soviet entry, viewed by some as an alternative to the early strategic use of

 the A-bomb, has often served as a linchpin in "revisionist" analyses of why

 Truman and other policymakers used the bomb in early August 1945. Ac-

 cording to those analyses (represented most sharply by Gar Alperovitz's

 Atomic Diplomacy), American leaders knew or believed before Hiroshima that

 the use of the bomb was unnecessary to end the war, that Japan was already

 67. "Interviews [of Marshall] with Forrest Pogue," February 11, 1957, Marshall Papers. At one

 point in this interview, Marshall suggested that the plan might have involved using two bombs

 for each corps before the landings, but then he said, "one or two, but probably one." In 1954

 or 1955, Marshall apparently gave a similar interview about tactical use to J.P. Sutherland, "The

 Story General Marshall Told Me," U.S. News and World Report, November 2, 1959, pp. 52-53,

 which most analysts (myself included) had long dismissed as implausible. But in view of some

 other documents-especially the Hull-Seeman transcript of August 13, 1945 (see note 54),

 Groves's report of July 30, 1945 (see note 32), Seeman's report of August 4, 1945 (see note 39),

 and Marshall's report to AEC Commissioner David Lilienthal in June 1947 (less than two years

 after these summer 1945 events)-General Marshall's 1954-55 and 1957 recollections now seem

 eminently plausible and substantially correct. See David Lilienthal Journal, June 12, 1947, Lil-

 ienthal Papers, Seeley G. Mudd Library, Princeton University, Princeton, New Jersey.

 68. Truman, "Potsdam Diary," July 17, 1945.
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 near surrender, that Soviet entry might well produce a speedy surrender,

 and thus these American leaders had an ulterior motive in not awaiting the

 impact of Soviet entry but instead using the A-bomb to gain leverage on the

 Soviet Union and intimidate Soviet leaders.69

 Obviously, no single set of conclusions about what Marshall thought nec-

 essarily punctures the revisionists' argument about what other top leaders

 (Truman, Stimson, and Secretary of State James F. Byrnes) believed or in-

 tended. But because this argument frequently relies in substantial part on

 Marshall's advice to other leaders, these new discoveries about Marshall

 should give sober pause to analysts who conclude that American leaders

 believed Japan was very near surrender before Hiroshima, and that these

 men dropped the bomb primarily to intimidate the Soviets.70

 This new set of conclusions about Marshall, however, does not alter a

 more cautious reformulation of the revisionist thesis: that American leaders

 dropped the A-bomb because doing so was a longheld assumption, which

 Truman had inherited along with both the Manhattan Project itself and

 Roosevelt's A-bomb advisers; and that American leaders believed that use of

 the bomb, besides speeding a surrender and saving American lives, would

 also intimidate the Soviets. In this formulation, intimidating the Soviets was

 69. Alperovitz, Atomic Diplomacy (1965 ed.), esp. pp. 108-119, 235-242; and ibid., exp. and

 updated (New York: Penguin Books, 1985), esp. pp. 22-38, 157-168, and 283-290.

 70. For Alperovitz's interpretation of Marshall's advice, see Atomic Diplomacy (1965 ed.), pp. 109

 and 237-238, and ibid. (1985 ed.), pp. 157 and 285-286. For the relevant text of the June 18,

 1945, White House meeting, which Alperovitz misinterprets, see Department of State, Foreign

 Relations of the United States: Conference on Berlin (Potsdam), Vol. 2, pp. 904-905. In this report,

 Marshall stated, in part, that "a landing on Japan . . . and also perhaps coupled with . . . the

 entry or threat of entry of Russia into the war" might produce Japan's surrender "short of

 [Japan's] complete military defeat in the field" (emphasis added). Thus, Marshall was coupling

 an American invasion and Soviet entry or its prospect, and not arguing that Soviet entry or its

 prospect without an American invasion would produce a surrender. In short, American entry

 was the essential part of this estimate. An Operations Division (OPD) study of June 4, 1945 was

 somewhat more optimistic about the impact of actual Soviet entry in conjunction with an

 American invasion or threat to produce Japan's surrender. But even this OPD study, if read

 carefully, is full of hedges: it is "unpredictable" when Japan will accept terms; "presumably"

 only the conviction of hopelessness will produce surrender; and "probably" Soviet entry will

 help produce a sense of hopelessness. Alperovitz disregards this pattern of hedges and thus

 greatly understates the uncertainty in OPD's estimate; see Atomic Diplomacy (1965 ed.), p. 109,

 and ibid. (1985 ed.), p. 157. This OPD study is quoted more fully in Ray S. Cline, Washington

 Command Post: The Operations Division (Washington, D.C.: Department of the Army, Office of

 the Chief of Military History, 1951), p. 344, in the series United States Army in World War II: The

 War Department. My criticisms of Atomic Diplomacy emerge from respect for both Alperovitz and

 his work, and thus my disagreements should not be confused with the questionable enterprise

 launched by Robert J. Maddox and others who seem to have a broad agenda of bashing Cold

 War "revisionism."
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 a "bonus," and the bomb would undoubtedly have been used even if the

 Soviet Union had not existed. Thus, in this formulation, the prospect of

 intimidating the Soviets was a confirming-and not the controlling-reason

 for the use of the A-bomb in early August 1945.71

 Wartime Tactical Nuclear Thinking: Its Strange Legacy and Postwar Developments

 This essay establishes that serious thinking about the tactical use of nuclear

 weapons began before V-J Day, briefly for a few scientists and an admiral,

 and substantially for the army chief of staff, General George C. Marshall.

 Though the possibility of the weapon had first been conceived by leading

 physicists, who pushed for the establishment of the handsomely funded A-

 bomb project, it was primarily Marshall, a military man, and not the leading

 scientists on the project, who devoted the most attention to employing these

 weapons tactically in war. In this way, Marshall was an innovator in 1945.

 In contrast, Oppenheimer's contribution was minor.

 Perhaps surprisingly, Marshall's wartime thinking had no lasting impact

 upon the later postwar efforts to conceive and promote preparations for

 tactical nuclear war. After Japan's surrender, a weary Marshall, though stay-

 ing on as chief of staff for sixteen weeks, did nothing to guide other military

 men to think about the bomb as a tactical weapon. Indeed, he seemed to

 accede to the dominant analysis, phrased in October 1945 by a Joint Chiefs

 of Staff committee: "In the foreseeable future [the bomb] will be primarily a

 strategic weapon of destruction against concentrated industrial areas vital to

 the war effort of an enemy nation. In addition, it may be employed against

 centers of population with a view to forcing an enemy state to yield through

 terror and disintegration of national morale." That analysis concluded that

 the bomb was "not in general a tactical weapon suitable for employment

 against ground troops or naval forces at sea, because they offer targets too

 widely dispersed to justify the use of a weapon of such limited availability

 and great cost."72

 71. Barton J. Bernstein, "The Atomic Bomb and American Foreign Policy, 1941-1945: An His-

 toriographical Controversy," Peace and Change, Vol. 2, No. 1 (Spring 1974), pp. 1-16; Bernstein,

 "Ike and Hiroshima: Did He Oppose It?" Journal of Strategic Studies, Vol. 10, No. 3 (September

 1987), pp. 377-389; and J. Samuel Walker, "The Decision to Use The Bomb: A Historiographical

 Update," Diplomatic History. Vol. 14, No. 1 (Winter 1990), pp. 97-114.

 72. Joint Strategic Survey Committee, "Over-All Effect of Atomic Bomb on Warfare and Military

 Organization," JCS 1477/1, October 30, 1945, CCS 471.6 (8-15-45), Records of the Joint Chiefs of

 Staff, RG 218, NA.
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 Nuclear scarcity and the great cost of each weapon, when viewed in the

 aftermath of the atomic bombings and the speedy Japanese surrender, kept

 the focus on strategic use. The bombs of the period were cumbersome and

 seemed greatly powerful, able in a single blow to kill over 35,000, and

 possibly over 100,000, while devastating miles of a city. With such success

 in strategic use, tactical employment seemed wasteful, unless there was an

 overriding desire to avoid killing noncombatants. After World War II, there

 was not. The conduct of that brutal war had helped to legitimize mass

 bombing.

 In the glow of victory after Hiroshima and Nagasaki, another JCS advisory

 group in October 1945 selected the twenty urban targets in the Soviet Union

 deemed most suitable for atomic attacks. The targets included Moscow,

 Gorki, Leningrad, Tashkent, Baku, and Novosibirsk, all Soviet cities with

 more than 600,000 people. All of the targets were described as "mixed in-

 dustrial areas containing the highest proportion of research and develop-

 ment, specialized production facilities, and key government or administrative

 personnel." Hitting these targets "would exploit the maximum capabilities

 of the weapon, produce the quickest, most direct, and certain effects on

 Russia's immediate offensive capabilities, and achieve greatest impact against

 her latent offensive power."73

 Only later, amid new technological possibilities with the likelihood of

 hundreds and even thousands of A-bombs, would there be a strong insti-

 tutional push for tactical nuclear weapons; then, it would come significantly

 from advising physicists, including especially J. Robert Oppenheimer.

 Whereas he and his associates had generally shared the near consensus in

 1945 on exclusively strategic use of A-bombs, these men later proposed other

 military ways of employing nuclear weapons in war. In 1945, Oppenheimer

 had briefly suggested some of these possibilities but not pushed for them.

 After the war, partly because of the horror produced by the many noncom-

 batants killed at Hiroshima and Nagasaki, Oppenheimer and other scientists

 73. Joint Intelligence Staff (JIS), "Strategic Vulnerability of Russia to a Limited Air Attack," JIS

 80/8, October 25, 1945, CCS 092 Russia (3-27-45), Records of the Joint Chiefs of Staff. The United

 States probably had only a few A-bombs, but planners did not know the number and Groves

 implied that there were many more. Minutes of Joint Planning Staff Meeting, August 22, 1945,

 CCS 381 (5-13-45), Records of the Joint Chiefs of Staff. Also see Groves to Brigadier General

 C.C. Alexander, "On The Effect of Atomic Energy on the Army of the Future," January 6, 1946,

 CCS 471.6 (8-15-45), Records of the Joint Chiefs of Staff. David A. Rosenberg, "U.S. Nuclear

 War Planning, 1945-1960," in Desmond Ball and Jeffrey Richelson, eds., Strategic Nuclear Tar-

 geting (Ithaca: Cornell University Press, 1986), pp. 35-42 is valuable on the early postwar period.
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 were eager to devise weapons, and ideas of deterrence and use, that might

 spare noncombatants in future war by limiting nuclear war to or near the

 battlefield.74

 When Marshall returned to Washington in 1947 for what was to prove a

 two-year tenure as secretary of state, he apparently showed no interest in

 nuclear strategy and made no effort to inspire others to think about the A-

 bomb as a tactical weapon. Rather, it was Oppenheimer who was a leader

 in this effort, partly because he came to doubt whether the strategic use of

 nuclear weapons on the Soviet heartland would produce surrender. "If we

 succeeded in knocking out Soviet industry," Oppenheimer concluded in an

 associate's paraphrase, "the Red .army would meanwhile have moved into

 Western Europe and would have gained an even more valuable industrial

 foundation than exists in the Soviet homeland." Oppenheimer described this

 military expansion as the Soviets moving into "a new apartment"-"a more

 dangerous and valuable apartment from our viewpoint."75 Thus, in his anal-

 ysis, tactical nuclear weapons might well be decisive in winning such a war,

 and they certainly merited emphasis in the growing American arsenal.

 Not surprisingly, the Army soon became an eager bureaucratic ally in this

 new atomic venture, since tactical weapons could enhance its mission, power,

 and share of the budget. But the Air Force, dominated by the Strategic Air

 Command and the emphasis on strategic bombing, was a bureaucratic enemy

 of this effort in the late Truman years. When General Marshall again returned

 74. On the efforts by Oppenheimer and other scientist-advisers, see the minutes of the General

 Advisory Committee, 1947-1950, Historical Office, Department of Energy, Germantown, Mary-

 land; and Oppenheimer, "Military Objectives in the Use of Atomic Energy," December 29, 1950,

 Doc. 7490, Records of the Joint Committee on Atomic Energy, RG 128, NA. Evangelista, Inno-

 vation, pp. 87-150, treats this general pattern, though without reference to some of the rich

 archival sources that were, in some cases, not available until after his study was completed.

 Also see Major Robert Doughty, "The Evolution of U.S. Army Tactical Doctrine, 1946-76,"

 Leavenworth Papers (Leavenworth, Kansas: Combat Studies Institute, 1979), pp. 12-13.

 75. In November 1951, Oppenheimer claimed that he and some other scientist-advisers had

 presented this analysis to the government as early as December 1945; William Borden, memo-

 randum to the files, November 16, 1951, Document 2535, box 41, Records of the Joint Committee

 on Atomic Energy. That seems unlikely since similar analyses do not appear in any of Oppen-

 heimer's available 1945-46 materials, and the "prescription" of producing tactical bombs seems

 especially dubious since Oppenheimer questioned the value of such tactical weapons in May

 1946 (Oppenheimer to Truman, May 3, 1946, PSF, Truman Library). Probably Oppenheimer in

 1951 erred in projecting back to 1945 the ideas that he developed in 1947-48 or perhaps somewhat

 later. Ironically, in November 1951, Oppenheimer was discussing his views on tactical use with

 William Borden, director of the Joint Committee staff and the man in November 1953 who

 would write the letter accusing Oppenheimer of being a Soviet spy that triggered the Oppen-

 heimer loyalty-security case.
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 to government service, this time as secretary of defense in late 1950, he found

 that some military planners were thinking about the tactical use of A-bombs

 in Korea.76 Marshall, in ways that planners probably did not know, had been

 the distant "father" of their own proposals.

 In an ironic twist of fate aided by the Air Force, Oppenheimer was to be

 pilloried in 1953-54 and defined as a security risk, partly because of his post-

 World War II advocacy of tactical nuclear weapons and his criticism of stra-

 tegic nuclear planning.77 Marshall, aloof from that loyalty-security case, could

 have been cited by Oppenheimer's defenders as the first prominent creator

 and advocate of this conception of bringing the nuclear weapon to the bat-

 tlefield. But they never did so.78 They, like others, did not know this part of

 the nation's earlier nuclear history, eclipsed in modern memory by Hiroshima

 and Nagasaki. But had Marshall's 1945 atomic plans for the autumn invasion

 been carried out, Kyushu might rank with Hiroshima and Nagasaki as a

 symbol of nuclear horror and destruction.

 76. Barton J. Bernstein, "New Light on the Korean War," International History Review, Vol. 3,

 No. 2 (April 1981), pp. 261-263; cf. Roger Dingman, "Atomic Diplomacy During the Korean

 War," International Security, Vol. 13, No. 3 (Winter 1988/89), pp. 61-69.

 77. The air force "indictment" has been revealed in general terms in many places, including

 AEC, In the Matter of J. Robert Oppenheimer, esp. pp. 741-750, 688-694, 787-789, which is the

 major source for most published studies. But also see Garrison Norton to Thomas Finletter, July

 1, 1952, Oppenheimer Files, Federal Bureau of Investigation Records, FBI, J. Edgar Hoover

 Building, Washington, D.C.; and General Lauris Norstad to General Hoyt Vandenberg, Decem-

 ber 7 and 8, 1951, box 86, Hoyt Vandenberg Papers, Library of Congress.

 78. Had Oppenheimer's defenders at his 1954 "trial" known about Marshall's wartime thinking,

 that information could have affected the formal defense but not the government's final negative

 judgments; Oppenheimer would still have been found to be a security risk. On the Oppenheimer

 case, see Philip Stern, with Harold Green, The Oppenheimer Case (New York: Harper, 1970);

 Barton J. Bernstein, "In the Matter of J. Robert Oppenheimer," Historical Studies in the Physical

 Sciences, Vol. 12 (1982), pp. 195-252; and Bernstein, "The Oppenheimer Loyalty-Security Case

 Reconsidered," Stanford Law Review, Vol. 42, No. 6 (July 1990), pp. 1383-1484. The central

 military issue in the case involving the H-bomb, and its history, including Oppenheimer's

 flipflops, is untangled in Peter Galison and Barton J. Bernstein, "In Any Light: Scientists and

 the Decision to Build the Superbomb, 1942-1954," Historical Studies in the Physical and Biological

 Sciences, Vol. 19, Part 2 (1989), pp. 267-344.
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